BOTSWANA • FLY-IN LODGES

Stunning Hyena Pan gameviewing

Sky Beds
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NATURAL WONDERS
OF BOTSWANA

5 days/4 nights
From $4182 per person twin share
Additional nights available
Departs daily ex Maun^
Tour cost per person from:
Hyena Pan 2N, Sable Alley 2N

Twin
$4182

Single
$4182

Sample itinerary only. Prices for other camp
combinations and extra nights available on request.
^Rates ex Kasane also available.

INCLUSIONS

Light aircraft transfers to and from Maun, road transfer
between camps, full board accommodation, game drives and
activities, all drinks (local spirits and wines), laundry.
Children: 6+ welcome. Guests with children between
6-11 must book private activities (extra cost).
Luggage limit: 20kg including hand luggage & camera gear.

B

e astounded by the incredible
diversity of Botswana. Natural
Selection’s exceptional portfolio in this
enchanting land of deserts, seasonal rivers,
floodplains and woodlands comprises
three camps in the phenomenal
Khwai Private Reserve and one in the
magnificent Okavango Delta (all shown
on this page) plus three adjacent to the
surreal Makgadikgadi Pans National Park
and one on the banks of the ephemeral
Boteti River (see pages 66-67). All Natural
Selection properties possess their own
individual charm and character, yet are
ZIMBABWE
united
in their ability to offer unique
experiences whilst playing a key role in
conserving Africa’s precious wildlife.
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View from the Sable Alley lounge
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SABLE ALLEY

Khwai
This stylish camp offers 12 contemporary suites
under canvas - including 2 family units featuring
interconnecting tents - with uninterrupted views of
a hippo-filled lagoon. Enjoy traditional vehicle-based
gameviewing in Khwai and the neighbouring Moremi
Game Reserve as well as mokoro safaris along
the camp’s namesake river. On warm afternoons,
splash in the swimming pool or relax in the camp's
generous outdoor lounges.

Mapula Lodge
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MAPULA LODGE

Okavango
One of only a tiny handful of camps in the remote
northern reaches of the Okavango Delta, this
magical lodge offers exclusivity and exhilarating
gameviewing opportunities. There are 9 tented
rooms replete with four-poster beds and plump
feather pillows, a central swimming pool plus inviting
communal indoor and outdoor lounge areas. There's
also a "chill pit" where guests can relax and spy
on wildlife visiting the adjacent lagoon. Aside from
game drives, guests may also enjoy boat and mokoro
safaris if water levels permit.

Hyena Pan tent
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HYENA PAN

Khwai
Shaded by mopane trees, Hyena Pan overlooks a
busy waterhole, offering wildlife encounters right
on your doorstep. There are 8 comfortable guest
tents at this property and a sensational rim-flow
swimming pool. Aside from game drives and walks,
guests can sleepout under the stars in "Skybeds".
These unique raised platforms come with a fully
enclosed bathroom on the first floor, and a cosy
bed at the top level open to the night skies.

Tuludi
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TULUDI

Khwai
Tuludi is situated in the pristine Khwai Private
Reserve on the fringes of the Okavango Delta.
This exclusive camp offers 7 picturesque,
treehouse-style rooms shaded by cool leadwood
trees. These spacious rooms feature indoor and
outdoor showers, private plunge pools and huge
decks where guests can relax between activities.
The main area houses a dining area, lounge,
library amd superb outdoor deck overlooking the
floodplain. Activities include guided walks, mokoro
and boat excursions and game drives.
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